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HIST0RICALS0C1TEY

HAVE

with prob- able showers tonight
and Tuesday; winds
variable.
CLOUDY

Ihere really
killed In
Mexico battle, or
should the report say
been

j

three?

EXCLU6IVE ASSOCIATED PRESS

-

VOL. XXXV.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

NO. 209.

CONSTITUTIONALISTS REPORTED TO
LOST

HAVE

3,000 FIGHTING MEN

ENGAGEMENT AT

ZACATECA
'

FEDERALISTS, UNDER GENERAL
SA(D TO HAVE WON

ARGUMENO.
f

DECISIVE VICTORY

MOST

Character and Personel of Proposed Provisional Government Matter of Serious
Consideration
MEXICANS

NOT

WILL

LEAVE

MEDIATION

Pedro Del Vellar in Washington, Supposedly in Interests of Felix
Diaz lluerta Delegates Names Five as Possible Candidates
lor Presidency, Americans Surest Several Fighting
Around Uermosillo Continues Conference
Between Combatants
Ar-rang-

Mexico

June, 15 A message neuvered
night by President Huer-t- a the jyurpoae of. interfering
the constitutionalists who fire of our ships."

City,

receivedlast
says that
for the last four days had been

mgumedo:.''G';

with

with the

at-

retacking Zacatecas, were definitely
a
was
It
afternoon.
Sunday
pulsed
column under General Benjamin
which was sent from San
Luis PotosL which turned the tables
in favor of tie government troops.
government vicAnother important
Is reconstitutionists
over
the
tory
won
been
to
have
yesterday
ported
in La Ventura, about 90 miles south
of Saltnio, by troops commanded by
General Antonio Olea.
Telegraph reports received at the
'r.:ot'
from Zacatecas say that
'iio. capital today
losses of the constitutionalists in
the
v8
the .battle at that place are estimated
at 3,000. General Medina Barron,
who commanded the federal forces,
haa been promoted to the rank of
general of division.
General Barron, in . his official report of the battle to the, war office
Bays that after an eight days' battle
the oofcstttaUoiialists were repulsed
' by Mm, And by General Benjamin. Ar-- ;
:

river

Confiscated Property Returned
Saltillo, Mexico, June 15. (via Laredo, Texas, June 15.) In answer to
representations made by the Spanish
the American
ambassador through
state department. General Carranza
has ordered that six carloads of hides
confiscated at Juarez be released and
that no more property of foreigners be
confiscated'. In answer to a request
made by the German ambassador
through the United States state department General Carranza has instructed General Obregon to do his
utmost to protect all foreigners at
Guadalajada, where a battle is expected.
General Fraustro, head of a commission investigating- - the Benton and
Bauch cases, reported today that the
commission .expected to make a report
soon. General Catrothers, representative of the United Stages state department left for El Paso this morning.
.'

Still Fighting

In

Mazatlan

On Board United States Ship Cali
Juan Carnal, a constitutionalist
chieftain, the federal commander said, fornia, Mazatlan, Mexico, June 14.
was captured by the government (By Wireless to San Diego, June 15.)

lS

"

The artillery duel between the fedforces and Immediately put to death.
leaders Calocoa eral forts and the constitutionalist
batteries continued all day yesterday.
anafcTriana;iateo. were killed and
While the guns roared and shells
the commander
of the attacking forces, was- seriously screamed over the city the governor
of Mazatlan entertained a party of ofwounded.
ficials and friends at a banquet
Federals Capture Machine Guns
re
the
to
Through the barred windows of the
The federals, according
port, captured several machine guns hotel where the function was given,
many horses and:great qiuantities of hungry women and children 'gazed at
ammunition. General Ignacio More- - the tempting food and cheerful din- los Zaragoza, who commanded the era.
federal garrison which evacuated the
inter-vieDisarming Reported
seaport of Tampion, said in an
Douglas. Ariz., June 15. Ives Lellhere today:
representative
"All the foreign colonies at Tam- vler, constitutionalist
pico but the Americans were friendly here said today he had received offi to the federal troops. From the .Vic- cial Information that General Alvatoria hotel, where a large number of rado, with 500 men from Cruz de PieWere
the
some
shots
drae.
had
arrived
at
Hermqsillo,
Americans resided,
fired on. my soldiers. "A search of capital of Sonora, and disarmed and
'
the building produced 83 rifles and a disbanded the 250 men who guarded
Governor
Maria Maytorena, In
Jose
ammunition.
of
large quantity
of the governor's palace.
"I have Information from good possession
'
There was no clash and a confersources that some American residents,
principally those living in the nearby ence was arranged at which Governor
country, served as spies for the reb- Mayotrena,' General Alvarado, Ignao
els. I have proof Hiat the rebels in- cio Bonlllas, the emissary sent to
but
othGeneral
Carranza, and
tended to retreat from Tampico,
by
this was not accomplished because er leaders will settle the controversy
some American gave the word to the between the Maytorena and Calles
rebels that the federal ammunition factions which sough to depose Governor Maytorena, arrived at Nogales,
was exhausted.
"When General Pablo Gonzales at whose places at the capital will be
tacked Tampico he used two field taken by new men.
pieces that I know belonged to the
Mexican Delegates to Stay In
American warships anchored in the
harbor. 1 must also speak about the
Niagara Falls, June 15. Reports
last Indignity that we met with. It that the Mexican delegates to the
was that the American warships and mediation conference were preparing
the launches of the same vessels ma to withdraw because of the Insistence

The constitutionalist

-

.

Her-moslll-

t

LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

-

i

MONDAY, JUNE

15,

and provide that there shall be no
oltftloneering. ; .
Following are the nominations:
President, Mrs. Pervy V. Penny-backeAustin, Texas.
First vice president, Mrs. Samuel
B. Sneath, Tiffin, Ohio.
Second vice president Miss Georgie
A. Bacon, Worcester, Mass.
Recording secretary, Mrs. Harry L.
Keefe, Walthill, Neb.
Corresponding secretary, Mrs. Eugene Rellley, Charlotte, N. C.
Treasurer, Mrs. William B. Williams, La peree, Mich.
Auditor, Mrs. Charles H. McMahon,
Salt Lake City, .Utah. ,- Directors, Miss. Mary Garrrett Hay,
New York City; )Ars.' William P.
Harerr Seattle,. Wash.; Mrs. William
J2. Andrews, WasKington, D. C; Mrs.
Frank White, Valley City, N. D.; Mrs.
W. B. Toung, Jacksonville, Fla. ; Mrs.
Frances D. EVerett, Highland Park,
111.; Mrs. Uraee Julian
Clarke, Indianapolis, Ind.j jjilrs. William H. Crosby, Wisconsin.

1914.

.

I
.
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CITY EDITION

LABOR UNIONS PRESIDENT LAYS NEAR TRAGEDY IN
SCORED

BY

IN

'

INTERESTS

FRATERNITY SPEECH ACCUSES ADMINISTRATION'S
THEM

WOULD

WEAKENCOURTS

CONDEMNED.

FOR

ARM

CHAMPIONING

CLAYTON BILL
FORE CONGRESS

BE- -

PROGRAM

STOCKMAN, BURIED IN ASHES Or
VOLCANO, AND BADLY CRUSH- - !
ED, MAY SURVIVE
.. 4
.

USE LETTERS AND TELEGRAMS
CONGRESS

T LASSEN

ERUPTION

CHANGE DUE TO CAMPAIGN
OF OPPOSITION

OF LAWLESSNESS

AND VIOLENCE

.

ii

POSTPONEMENT

TAFT

spousing a constitutionalist for provisional president
without
of Mexico, .were declared
foundation todayi when the mediators
and delegates resumed their sessions.
Emillo Rabasa, head of the Mexican
delegation, authorized the statement
that no charges of bad faith against
the United States had been made at
any time. He. insisted the Mexican
delegates bad not wired for permission to withdraw and that the nego-tion- s
had never reached such ft stage.
He added that until the American
THAW DENIED BAIL
plan was submitted in writing last
Washington. Jane 15. Harry K.
week the Mexican delegates had no
was
denied release on
Thaw
intimation of the desire of the United
'
etmsideration
bail
by the
pending
chosStates that a constitutionalist be
court of his extradition from
supreme
en.
New Hampshiri to New York.
Augustin Rodriguez, another of the
The court ajso declined to grant
in
Mexican delegates, was, emphatic
the
request tfcrjt Thaw be taken to
bis statement that the Mexican delein the custodyof Sheriff
Pittsburgh
gates were not preparing to withdraw Drew of Coos county, New Hampshire,
He said they would exbauBt every ef- to
testify in $he settlement of his
fort and make every concession within father's estate.'
Judge Aldrich of the
reason to arrive at a peaceful solution.
Ot N'ew Hampshire orcourt
federal
All sides are practically agreed now
dered Thaw's release of habeas corthat on the selection of a provisional
pus proceeding! The supreme court
president of Mexico the suoqess or will next
pass on that.
failure depends, the Huerta delenames.
The
gates have suggested five
PRESIDENT NAMES BOARD
Americans have informally suggested
Washington, June 15. The nominaseveral but are waiting tor a complete
tions of Charles S. Hamlin of Boston,
list from "Washington.
T. B. Jones of Chicago, W. P. G.
Harding of Birmingham, Ala,, Paul
Personnel of Candidates Considered
of New York and A. C. Mil-le- r
Warburg
15.
June
Secretary
Washington,
Frairisco to be members
San
of
Bryan conferred at length with Pres'reserve board, were
the
federal
of
the
of
over
the
ident Wilson
progress
to
senate
the
sent
today by President
Mexican mediation today, and immeof the federal
Wilson.
The
members
diately afterward dispatched a long
were nominated to
reserve
board
to
American
the
delegates
telegram
at the Niagara conference, which it serve the following terms: Hamlin,
was understood concerned the charac- two years; iV'arbiirg, four years;
ter and ' pers"bnner7Ttthe propose
and Miller ten years."
provisional government and the attitude of the Mexican delegates, wno object to a provisional executive with LABOR DISTURBANCE
constitutionalist leanings.
Mr. Bryan would not discuss , the
nature of his conference with the
UP TO GRAND JURY
president, and would only say that
mediation was "progressing satisfacINVESTItorily." The opinion prevailed here LAS ANIMAS COUNTY
LOOK- - INTO
GATORS TO
that the United States would not recede in its desire to have named as
STATE OF LAWLESSNESS
the head of the temporary government
which would succeed Huerta, a man
Trinidad, Colo., June 15. The Las
revoto
the
Animas county grand Jury, assembling
who would be acceptable
in pursuance of a call issued by Judge
lutionary faction.
The presence in Washington of Pe- A, W. Mcllendrie of the district court,
dro del Vlllar continues to arouse under data of June 8, today began its
speculation, and a report was persist- lnvestgatlons of the various disorders
ent that adherents of Felix Diaa, rep- and acta pi violence growing out of
John F. Weber,
resented by Delegate Villar, and the industrial ; troubles.
Huerti8tas had patched 'up their dif- a clothing merchant, was named .as
ferences and were acting together to foreman of the grand jury.
exert the strongest possible Influence
Instructing the jury, Judge McHen- Del
is
Villar
before the mediators,
drle advised that " state of lawlesssaid to have conferred with represen- ness had prevailed in the county for
tatives of Huerta. Constitutionalist some time," and that it was the duty
agents in Washington had received no of the jury to carefully, inquire into
reply from the mediators .today to the various disorders and disturbances
the offer of Carraa to send dele- and report indictments or true bills.
gates to Niagara Falls.
Attorney General J. Fred Farrar will
aid the grand jury in preparing the
Indictments.
required report-o-

of the Americans m

A

3,000

GRAHAM

SUSTAINS INJURIES

ALLED UPON TO AD COLLAR BONE BROKEN BY FALL.

JOURNBEFORE

COMPLET.
IN6 TRUST BUSINESS

ING ROCKS THROWN

FROM

CRATER

,

j

r
ACCUSES

ACTUAL

REBELLION SAYS BUSINESS GOOD AS EVER W.

SAID TO FRUSTRATE THEIR OWN E. C. SIMMONS OF ST. LOUIS
SIGNS
FROM
ENDS BY CURTAILING AUFEDERAL
RESERVE BOARD
THORITY OF LAW

RE-

J. RUSHING

NOT

HURT

FOREST SUPERVISOR, REPORTED
MISSING, NOT ON MOUNTAIN

SIDE

j

to-la- y

WOMAN'S CLUBS HEADY
'

FOR NOMINATION
CHICAGO CONVENTION PREPARES
TO. BALLOT FOR NEW
"

OFFICERS

June IS.- - Nominations,
Chicago
headed by Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker,
of Austin, Texas, foi-- reelection : as
president, and which in the absence
of nomination from tnw floor are equi
valent to election, were made today
by deelgates to the convention of the
General Federation of Women's clubs.
Names may be written in on the
ballots at the election tomorrow but
they will not affect the result it
said. The Inroads of the suffragists
was again reflected at today's session
when Miss "Mary Garet Hay of New
York was nominated as a director
Miss Hay is president of a big suffrage
organization in New York and known
as a vigorous worker for equality at
the polls.
Rules and recommendations of the
balloting tomorrow were adopted.
They include injunctions as to silence

Cambridge, Mass., June 15, Former
President Taft, in an oration today
before the members of the Phi Beta
Kappa fraternity of Harvard univer
sity, attacked the trades unions for
their championing of the Clayton bill,
pending before congress exempting
them from operation of the Sherman
anti-trulaw and for their .support
of the strikers in Colorado...
The subject of the former presi
dent's oration was "The Supreme
Court of the United States jad Popular Self Government."
"We find, he said, "many labor
organizations insisting that the arm
of the courts be weakened so that
lawlessness and violence on their
part may be effective Instrumentality
to gain their Industrial ends. Indeed,
we find actual rebellion against state
authority maintained by certain trades
unions and supported by contributions
openly solicited from their sympa
thizers the country over."

June 15. President
Viola, Calif., June 15. Lance Grathe direct charge today ham, the stockman crushed by bouldtht.t the sent.ment in favor of
ers hurled yesterday
Mount Lasof tl administratio.i'3 tryst sen, and left for deaa iy his companby
legislative prog' an was th result of ions on the slope of the mountain, waa
a campaign by certain interests, and alive this
morning and physicians said
Intimated it was the cause of the he had a chance for his life. He haa
"physiological business depression" of a broken collar bone, and a crushed
which he iiocently spoke.
side. Consciousness returned to him
In
of the" president's view today for the first Ume since he was
copies of letters and telegrams circu- struck down in the first of yesterday"
lated among the .business men calling two
eruptions. The mountain was
for an adjournment of congress withquiet this morning.
out completion of the trust bills, prayGraham and two companions, E. EL
ing for the freight rate increase being Phelps and F. A. TippeL both sawasked by the railroads of the inter- mill men, were overwhelmed in
the
state commerce commission and callnear the crater.
morning
eruption,
ing for a half of the "attack of busi- Ashes shrouded them in blackness so
ness," were made public at the White thick that
they could not see to flea
Washington,

Wilson mad 3

t.--

'

sup-por-

House.

or seek shelter. Wrapping themselves
President Wilson made It clear to la
their coats, to keep as much of the
his callers that the campaign, if such
fumes for their lungs as
sulphurous
it may be called, would have no ef- was
possible,
they made shift as be. t
fect on him, and that it was his plan
to endure the peril.
might
they
to push the trust, program through
When the shower of ashes ceasi-the senate with the aid of the means
and the air began to clear,
falling
at his command.
SIMMONS MAKES STATEMENT
and Tippel would not see Gr
Phelps
buslSt Louis, June ,15. E. C. Simmons He expressed the view that
wa T?.uiiie unit utfiorw nit
imiu,
now
if aif ti
lUUdJ
found rhXiiu'-iy-Jfntrt 'tiawn in tl
mons Hardware company regarding than a while ago, and' that "ftrwould blanket
of newly "fatten aBhes,. with a
his
to
of
cause
of
business
the
was
harmful
be
less
the
trust legislation
deep wound in one siae and apparent
declination to serve on the federal re the country to have the trust legisla
ly lifeless. Graham is a heavy man
to
be
tion program completed than
serve board.
and
the mountain side is rugged climb"In fact," said Mr. Simmons, "I re- confronted with a period of uncertain.
and after dragging the hody down
ing,
letty which would accompany delay.
fused the place long before that
hill a quarter of a mile, Tippel and
which
situaThe
of.
of
One
the
circular
letters,
ter eyer was thought
Phelps, beliving Graham dead, left
tion was this, I was asked by a man came into possession of the White him sheltered behind a rock and
auSimmons
the
with
was
circulated
by
House
whom I was assured spoke
Maa-zanlon Hardware company of St Louie, Mo. plunged on downward for aid to
thority if I would accept a place
miles
further.
From
lake, four
the reserve board If It were offered. B. C. Simmons, head of the company, Manzanita lake word was
telephoned
had been selected for a member of
I said no."
to Redding for the coroner. He and
the federal reserve board and his nom
an undertaker were 18 miles on their
ination was to have gone to the senreached wlfb.
ate today. This morning it was an- way before they could be
HOME OF NORMAL
the news that Graham was alive and
nounced at the White House that Mr.
a physician, not an undertaker, was
Simmons had- declined the place ana
PRESIDENT ROBBED that Charles A. Hamlin of Boston, needed. ..
In the meantime Phelps and Tipple
now an
secretary of the
got
help at Manzanita lake, from Herhis
nominated
in
treasury would; be
bert Meyers, Frank Smith and! Frank
RESIDENCE OF DR. F. H. H. ROBwas
House
the
it
white
At
place.
men from Anderson.
ERTS ENTERED BY SNEAK
officially ' and emphatically denied, Schooling, young
The five climbed back,, four miles up
THIEK
sent
circular
letter
the
that
however,
out by the Simmons Hardware com the mountain to recover w'hat they,
RobH.
H.
The home of Dr. Frank
had any connection with the supposed was Graham's corpse.
Mexico pany
New
of
the
They found him covered au Inch'
erts, president
declination of Mr. Simmons.
with ashes, but when his feadeep
Normal University, was entered Satmade
public
Another circular letter
and a
tures had been wiped clean, they saw
out
sent,
by
to
been
have
urday night by a sneak thief,
purported
small sum of money contained in the the Pictorial Review company of New signs of returning, animation. It was
Mrs.
1 h
.
TIT Tl
tto then 4 ocloote: lsfthe afternoon, about
i
purse of Mrs. Anna Gulmely,
yorK ana signea oy w. r. .inuoa
rehad
the first eruption. The
who
just
1
Roberts' mother,
and,! ho"
president. It was dated May
turned from an extended visit in the enclosed a draft of a letter "which Ave lifted, pulled, dragged, and la
east, was taken.
embraces the views of a majority 6f,open spots carried the helpless G raof
the
robbery
account
an
In giving
the thinking business people of our ham four miles to Manzanita lake,
Three Counties Investigate
this morn-in- section of the country and which j where they got an automobile to Viola
representative
to
Denver. June 15. Court investiga
Bof.jRQ.berts expressed the belief should be addressed to the president nine miles distant It was midngiht
tions of strike disorders opened, at
must have been commit- of the United States, the congress, j Derore tney couia get him meaicai at- three points in Colorado today. The that the act
not only with ona tYiomhera of the interstate com-- , tenuon.
Las Animas county grand Jury at ted by some one familiar
but with merce commission, respectively." The
the
house
of
Trinidad met to fix responsibility for the arrangement
C W. J.
had
transpired
events
that
Rushing notHurt
recent
the
letter concluded:
the
the troubles of April, including
the
'Mineral.'
stealing,
of
nee
the
Calif., jane 15. W. J.
to
of
copies
"If you prefer
Ludlow battle and the Forbes fight; there. At the time
In the house,. 1009 enclosed letter we will mail you: aa Rushing, United States forest super
At Pueblo the trial of - six strikers there were people
floors. :i: Mrs. many as you can conveniently use. visor, was not injured in the erupon both
charged with burning the postoffice Fifth street,
been
brought It will be more effective, howevier. If tions yesterday of Mount Lassen.
had
Just
trunk
of Higgins was to oocur in the .Unrted Guimely's
in the you write them on your own letter was not on the mountain,- In fact, at
still
was
house
and
Into
the
States district court opening today.
the time of either eruption, and the
was
stolen heads.'
the
also
Walsen-burfront hall, where
At the district court terra at
that he had been mortally inreport
of
purse.
It was expected that trials
out of confusing him with
door,
grew
jured
front
the
entered
thief
The
Laveta
th
out
of
the cases growing
ON TRAIN
Lance
Graham
In reports over
STOWAWAY
to
and
seeing
be
would
investigate,
evidently
and Seventh street killings
"
it . Kansas City, Mo., June 15. After faint telephone wire.
,
that
and
the
guessing
pocketbook
.
,
held.
might contain a good swag, was con- spending two hot nights and three
LUNCHEON. FOR ROOSEVELT
tent to steal away with it as quietly hotter days; doubled up in the linen
COURT OPENING POSTPONED
London, June 15. A lunolieon in
Pullman sleeper .. coming
.
a
come. .
15
had
of
as
he
The
chest
June
Colo.,
Walsenburg,
from Los Angeles, a man who said he honor of Colonel Theodore Rooseviit
late arrival of Judge A. W. Mcllendrie
of Princeton, was given today by Sir Edward Gry,
OUSTED
ARMY
of
was Thomas Joanide
TRAMP
the
opening
Trinidad
delayed
from
train here British foreign secretary. The gnesti
the
15.
from
General
taken
was
Va
June
W.
Grafton,
Ky,
the district court here today. Interest
Included
Premier Asquith, Davkl
was
of
state
a
in
collapse.
the
of
trials
the
unemployed
about
Kelley's
army
centers
today
in the term
had nothing to L.ioya ueorge, cfianwiJor or tu
he
said
of
alternative
connection
the
Joanidez
in
getting
held
today
given
strikers
of nine
Lewis lTarmmrt, secri-tar-or be eat but a sandwich since he left Los
with the La Veta killings and of two out of the country Immediately
Vlsco-imBrvcc f r-he had received of the colomc-sroads.
said
on
the
to
He
work
public
Angeles.
with
the.
killing
put
ing
charged
mine guards
"U a:
at
British
ambassador
and
nier
old
wife
the
told
McLennan
street.
D.
"Colonel"
his
C.
word that
of three strikers on . Seventh
v
move on, and baby were ill at home nnd having no ton, and - i C
court
fall
would
and
"the
last
occurred
army"
Both tragedies
r
to a porter present 1
were outgrowths of the coal miners the entire party of 60 were escorted money, he pave his watch
United
State.
travM
him
the
to
to
limits
the
let
siowaway.
police.
by
,vi
city
strike.
,
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GIFT OF LINCOLN

BIoGd Tonic Has

Important Meaning
TO INDIANS AT

Puts the Right Sort of Vim
Where Most Needed.

TRIAL

The literature of our day speaks)
for the new brotherhood. Every day
the daily paper gives much of the
front page with large headlines to
tilings happening In Mexico, England,
China and other parts' of the world
which were once considered foreign
ur very In
in a disreputable sense,
terest in the welfare of these nations
shows our growing spirit of

PRESIDENT

'' Santa Fe. June 13 Armed with
the' insignia of his office, Ambroslo
Martinez, claimant to the governorship of San Juan pueblo, today testified in the federal court in the habeas
corpus proceeding on his own behalf
and two of his companions sentenced
to Tierra Amarilla Jail for disobeying
a rival claimant to the governorship
and acting mayordomo. This insignia
Is one of the canes President Abraham Llnooln presented to the pueblo
governors who visited at the White
!
House during the civil war.
' Superintendent Coggeshall was also
on the stand as were Samuel Eldodt
- and other settlers within the San Juan
grant, for Instead of being confined to
legal arguments on the jurisdiction of
the United States over the pueblos
and their lands, questions of fact as to
the administration of pueblo ditches
were raised and required the testlmo- customs, traditions and
.. ny regarding
recent happenings. The arguments in
the case will be made on Monday by
Attorney General Prank V. Clancy and
Attorney Charles C. Catron on one
side and United States District Attor- . ney Summers Burkhart and his assistant B. C. Wade on the other.
.

Chamberlain's Tablets Unequaled
Mrs. Rose Green,
Wabash, Ind.,
writes, "Recently I uBed two bottles
of Chamberlain's Tablets and found
them splendid for st'omach trouble and
constipation, In fact, I have never seen
their equal." Sold by all dealers.
Adv.
CONVENTION FOR WOODMEN
Toledo, O., June 15. Delegates from
many states have arrived in Toledo

n

Promises to be better than the first.

rape-Nut- s
,

and Cream

nourishment in conThis food supplies
e
centrated form crisp granules of rich
flavour
made from whole wheat and barley. Scientifically prepared
for easy digestion and ready absorption.
well-balanc-

nut-lik-

contains all the rich nutrition of the grains,
including the "vital" phosphates, so essential for physical
and mental strength.
Grape-Nut- s

On the tables of thousands of healthy, but particular
people the world over, you'll find Grape-Nuts- .

"There's a Reason"
sold by Grocers everywhere.

Women Suits, Silk Dresses,)!
All Millinery 5xnd Pxrsolsjil

"T

It's an Inflexible rule of this store never to carry over merchandise from one season to another.
$10.00 Suits
$20.00 Suit
$30.00 Suits
$40.00 Suits
$8.00 Dresses
$15.00 Dresses
$20.00 Dresses
$27.00 Dresses

$5.00
$10.00
$15.00
$20.00
$4.00
$7.50
$10.00
$13.75

'.

IPr-5rno-.

SUCCESSES STAGED
PROSTAR
PICTURE
MOTION
DUCES COMEDIES THAT ADD
TO HIS FAME

Colic, Cholera and
Chamberlain's
Diarrhoea Remedy
This remedy alway wins the good
opinion, if not the praise, of all who
use it. Mrs. F. A. Hood, Burrows,
Ind., writes, "I have found Chamber
lains' Colic, Cholera and IDarrhoea
Remedy a positive cure for cramps
and sumer complaint." For sale by
all dealers. Adv.

SEASON

MONTEZUMA

10c Muslins, yard....
15c Wash Goods, yard...
12'2c Ginghams, yard..
$1.00 SMks, yard
$1.50 Silks, yard
$1,00 Wool Goods, yard
$2.00 Wool Goods, yard
$1.25 White Waists, yard
$1.25 Middy Blouses

6

Grocery Specials
25

The L?!
For

$5.40

5c Laces and Emb
10c Laces and Emb

Everything

$1.00 Corsets

67c
$1.33

$3.00 Corsets

$2.00

THi'iM&bti'S7

$4.00 Corsets

$2.67

"CLOYE-FtTTIN-

$5.00

Corsets
$6.00 Corsets

'......$3.33

c

Off

Texas; F. A. Bird, Matador, Texas. Theresa B. White of Cloudcroft, Ote
Pennsylvania also, had representation, ro county. Assistant Superintendent
from Flladelfo Baca will leave today for
R. E. A. Drclei registered
Valencia county to attend the educaWoodman
N.
I.
and
Stroudsburg, Pa.;
and Agnes Woodman from Morris-ville- , tional rally at Los Lunas. Superin
Pa. Mrs. T. J. Fincke register- tendent of Public Instruction Alvan N.
ed from Richmond, Ind., but also was White went from Raton to Mora to
formerly a Pennsylvanian. Others make an address at an educational
who registered were Owen B. Matron, rally. Miss Manette Myers has reJ. Edward
Teeters, turned from an educational trip that
Albuquerque;
took her from Raton to Doming, or
Mrs.
Benito
Baca,
Kansas City;
H. Harper and Crura Har- the entire length of the state. She
Holloman, made a number of addresses as superper. Morlarty, and" Reed
visor of Industrial education In New
Tucumcarl.

at

'

g

VISITORS AT
Santa Fe, June

MUSEUM

Af-to-

$16.67
$33.33
$50.00

6

Ribbons
Ribbons
Ribbons
Women's Vests
Women's Vests
Women's Unions
Women's Unions
Onyx Silk Hose
Onyx Silk Hose

c

10c

20c

30c
18c
35c
45c
65c
50c
65c
$1.00 Muslin Gowns
$2.00 Muslin Gowns
$3.50 Muslin Gowns

12c

24c
30c
44c
34c
44c
67c

.'...$1.33
$2.33
1-- 3

Everything

Off

CALIFORNIA

LOS ANGELES & SAN DIEGO

$450

FARE FOR THE ROUND, TRIP

Tickets on 'Sale:

Night.

Take Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It glides down your throat
and spreads a healing, soothing coat
ing over the inflamed' tickling surface.
That's Immediate relief. It loosens
up the tightness In your chest, stops
stuffy wheezy breathing, eases distressing, racking, tearing coughs. Children love it Refuse any substitutes.
A
them.
few
of
a
bottle
procured
Contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer
me
that
convinced
treatment
days'
and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
that they were just what I needed.
I continued to use them for several
weeks an d they clred me." For sale
by all dealers. Adv.

JUNE 20, 2l, 27, 28. JULY 4, 5, 11, l2, 18, 19, 25, 26.
AUGUST 1, 2, 8, 9, 15, 16. 22, 23, 29, 30th.

Final limit from date of
class and good for
return journeys.
stop-ove-

Rale

rs

-

60 days. Tickets are first
at any point both f oing and
" --

-i- -

--

D. L BATCHELOR. Agent.

,

--

CAPITAL

COMPILING NEW CENSUS

Santa Fe, June 15. Chief Clerk
Rupert Asplund is drafting a new
census blank for a census of all the
defective children In New Mexico To
date the law required! a census only
of deaf and dumb children, hut now
the blind and otherwise defective children are also to be enumerated so
that the state may see to it that they
are given the proper educational
WOMEN WATCH THE CLOCK
In our stores and factories for that

blessed hour when the day's work
ends. The reason is readily seen, as
the nature of their duties too often
drifts them into the horrors of all
kinds of organic troubles peculiar to
women, causing backache, headaches,
nervousness and Irritability. Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, a
simple remedy, made from roots and
herbs, may be relied upon to overcome these troubles. Adv.,
SCHOOL

sent a
goodly bunch of tourists to the New
Mexico museum, Including Charles I
Pickett, Post, Texas; Frank T. Robertson, Houston,' Texas; J. C. Davis,
Texas; W. A. Wilkinson, Spur,

15c

worth Merchandise
worth Mercbanoise
worth Merchandise

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES

Mexico.
Don't Lose Sleep Coughing

10c

$4.00

1

READINESS FOR
times years before you find the remGIRLS, AND A BIG TIME
PROMISED
edy exactly suited to four case. Mrs.
Rachel Cribley, Beaver Dam, Ohio,
The preparations for the reception was sick for two years with, stomach
of the girls who are to open today trouble and constipation. She writes,
the V. M. C. A. camp Montezuma were "My neighbors spoke so enthusiasticcompleted yesterday, is the ; word ally of Chamberlain's Tablets that I

brought back by a party beaded by
Secretary and Mrs. LeNoir who great
ly enjoyed a. Sunday, outing in the
'
canyon and at the: camp site. The
new recreation hall Is finished, the
tents and dining hall are furnished
and waiting for the guests, the trails
r
and paths cleared of the
debris, and Mrs. Woods, the wizard ot
the frying pans, awaits only the arrival of the girls to start the fires in
the kitchen.
Yesterday's party, the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. LeNoir, were the Misses
Moore, Hazel Gerard, Mary
Romero, Mrs. Woods; Messrs. G. H.
Kinkel, Secundino Romero, Lorenzo
Delgado, Orrln Blood and J. B. Hope.
The condition of the road above El
Porvndr Is i real revelation. The
surface Is well packed, and sharp
rocks, the natural enemies of auto
tires, are chiefly conspicuous by their
absence. The camp management is
beginning work today on an auto stand
Just below. the recreation hall that
will store 25 machine without crowding.
Reservations at the camp already
indicate a
season.
Guests are coming from many outside states, California on the west and
from as far east as Indiana.

$50

$2.00 Corsets
l Ik Mi II

l62-3-

1-- 3

$25

The collection includes such reliable and dependable makes as
Bon-ToRoyal Worchester,
Nemo and Thomsons, of coutil
and batiste. While the line
and sizes are broken you can
easily find your style and size
in some make,

3

:

$10.00. worth Merchandise.$6.67

$75

67c
$1.00
67c
$1.33
84c
84c
$1.50

White Waists

$2.25

ONE-THIR-

Discount

8

$1.00
$1.75
$2.50
$5.00
.75c
$1.00
$1.75
$2.50

,

ular prices, deduct
and pay the balance.

1--

o

Come.

Figure Your Own Discounts
Make your purchases at our reg-

Broken Lines Popular Corsets
33 3 Per Cent

10c

just What She Needed
There Is an old saying. that "There
is a remedy for every 111," It Is some-

IN

record-breakin-

o'clock

VlC

$2.00 Hats
$3.50 Hats
$5.00 Hats
$10.00 Hats
$1.50 Parasols
SZ00 Parasols
$3.50 Parasols
$5.00 Parasols

pounds Granulated Sugar, 10 pounds Pure Lard, 6
pounds
pounds. Navy Beans, 14 bars White Soap, 2
.Schilling's Coffee (steel cut), C cans Corn, 1 quart Log
.Cabin Maple Syrup.
--

Artamo Package rSoods, Corsets, Shoes, Groceries-- , Kayser's
Silk Gloves, Cadet, Phoenix and
Interwoven Hose, Dime Socks,
Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silks,
Arrow Collars, Dress Forms,
Butterick Patterns and 'Publications and Threads ot all
kinds.

OPENS TODAY
EVERYTHING

10

Hence these radical price reductions.

Exceptions

over-winte-

Try

Store open this evening till

The regular sale, together with the big Half Price Suit and Dress Sale offer values that are Irresistible.

TWO MORE FIELDING

Romaine Fielding, the big producer-playe- r
of the Lubln vompany, who
was in Las Vegas last year, has just
turned out two more "laugh producers." They are "The Kids Nap" and
"Love and Flames." Both were taken
at Glen Eyrie, the famous maimer
Dlace at Colorado
Springs, Colo.,
which Mr. Fielding has leased and Is
using as a residence and studio.
Reports from the motion picture
magazines are to the effect that FieldPASTOR OF CHRISTIAN ing is scoring a big success in the
comedy line. It was generally understood
Fielding was best fitted for
CHURCH OPTIMISTIC drama that
rather than comedy, hut his re
cent activities show his ability to
in the movie game.
IN SERMON ON "THE NEW FREE work all lines
now working on a com
is
Fielding
MEN
SAYS
ARE
DOM,"
edy entitled "Crooks.," and plans to
BETTER BROTHERS NOW
drama this week.
begin a four-ree- l

Or Natural Hunger

at this sale.

South Side Plaja

166

Tonight and Tuesday generally fair.

10 o'clock

earned." You save one dollar on every two you spend

The Second Week of Our Green Tag Sale

AdT.

Rev. J. L, imhof, pastor of the
Christian church, delivered a sermon
on the new idea of brotherhood yesterday morning In which he proclaimed the gospel of a safe and sane
freedom in the relations of man to
man, and the value to the world at
large of each man taking care of his
brother as a business asset. He said
in part:
"Thena are those who complain that
the world is not as brotherly as it
was once. They say that we do not
frpend so much time visiting with our
neighbors. Some feel that the pass
ing of the spelling school and husk
ing bee ha vet meant a distinct loss to
our social life and that we have noth
ing at present to take their place,
"But the complaint comes largely
from those who have not kept pace
with the progress of the world. Our
schools are different from those
hundred years ago; family life has
changed; the church Is better than
ever before; society has developed
and brotherhood has taken a new
form no less genuine but broader,
more cosmopolitan and more nearly
complete.

"A dollar saved is a dollar

&.$as&nwtiflj(6 Son

orders,

Established

-

referendum submitting seven different
rate plains for the selection of tho
llut the impression
membership..
gained currency that the referendum
was a ruse, and the result was a vote
of less1 than 1 per cent of the mem
bership. Thio head camp then decid
ed to let the whole matter go over
until the present convention. The
"insurgents," or those opposed to the
rate increase, claim to have elected a
sufficient number of delegates to the
convention to defeat the plpans of
the "administration" facUom.

For Finnicky Appetites

phone

Store open this evening till

Why Suffer from Rheumatism?
When relief from rheumatic pains
may be had at so small a. cost it is
surprising that anyone should fail to
avail himsel fof it Joseph Capparelll. Canastota. N. Y. suffered Intense
ly with pain due to rheumatism in
his limbs for a lone time. A friend
"
told him about Cnamberlain's Linl
inent.
One application relieved him
wonderfully, and a few days' treat
ment effected a cure. Many others
have found quick relief by applying
this liminent For sale by all dealers.

deep-seate- d

x

no

please.

blood-makin-

In readiness for the opening here tomorrow of the triennial meeting of
the head camp of the Modern Woodmen of America. The convention
promises to be the most momentous
In the history of the order. The rate
question, which has convulsed the or
der for several years, is to be fought
out at the convention and the result
may be a complete reorganization ot
the society.
The rate question was first raised
In Its presenjl form at the meeting of
the head camp in ifurraio tnree years
ago. At that time definite action was
postponed until the winter of 1911,
when a special meeting of the head
camp was held In Chicago, and a readjustment of rates voted. The new
schedule provided for an increase In
rates all along the line. For the older
members of the order the rates were
made from three to nine times higher
than the old rates.
Throughout the country, and especially in the states; of Iowa, Missouri
and Illinois, the proposed Increase was
strongly resisted. Several test cases
were brought in circuit courts, result
ing In Injunctions against the enforce
ment of the new rates on the ground
that they were not Imperative to the
financial safety of the order, that,
since the benefit of the organization
are mutual and reciprocal, the rates
cannot be enforced wthout the consent
of the majority of the membership.
In view of these court decisions the
head camp last summer proposed a

y

proval;

Safety
merely considering profit
because
much
attention
be
must
given
to
enable
to
means
It
the Mood
accumulated
Impurities, to In- brotherhood demands it."
the

To ton
throw off
crease the red corpuscle and to putcondioricana Into aucu active
tion aa to produce that conacioua sensation
feel a health.
ni what
This Is the luKlcal effect of using the
fimmn l.l.mrf nnriller. 8. 8. 8.
Half the people you meet complain of
muscles, stagnant brain. Jangled
weary
nerves, and a wonderful desire to lay down
and Jut quit. Moat of these people have
been union nervines that spasmodically flare
up the nerves only to die down again, aa
Avoid nerve stimulants,
die they must.
near in mind that this worn-ou- t
feeling la
due to poor blood, to bacteria In the water
of
destrucyou drink; to the multiplying
tive germs In the blood faster than they
hv the white coruusclea:
Mn h nverrom
that
and to what Is known as
condition where the venous or Impure blood
accumulates faster than It can be replaced
hv the red arterial blood.
8. 8. 8. has long been famous as a blood
tmrlfler. and Its action by elimination of
the Irritating poisons that Infest tbe bloed.
Is one of the very Important things to know.
.
. at any urug store,
You can get 8.
blood puriner.
but take no other
tfc
a
la
8.
8.
vegetaDie proancr,
purely
and you will make a great mistake to have
some enthusiast ualm off a mercury, arsenic
or Iodide of potash preparation that may
do yon irreparable harm.
a. i. n. is preparea Dy rne Bwiir ppecinc
Co., 5.13 Swift Bldg., Atlanta. Oa., and If
or obstinate blood
you have any
for
trouble, write to their Medical Dept. wnne
free advice. It will be worth your
to do so.

Las Veaj'LoadinStoro

Sale for Cash Only; nothing
exchanged, nothing on ap-

"The idea, once common, that one
could butcher the sick animals and
sell the meat to his brother, Is fast
No longer can
becoming impossible..
railroads be run as if they were

PUEBLO CLAIMANT CARRIES CANE
PRESENTED BY MARTYRED

1914.

15.

DOINGS IN STATE

Santa Fe, June 15. The department
of education today issued a special
instructor's certiifcate to Miss Rose
Kellogg, of East Las Vegas, to teach
domestic science. It also issued a
second grade teacher's certificate to

PAID IN

SURPLUS

S5?,eM.M

jffK.y
J. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

10O,00O.M

'"

.

it

sfSrf

9

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass'L Cash.

Vice-Preside-

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
i

LAS VEGAS "SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WM. Q. HATDON.
H. W. HELLT
D.

'.

.President
.Vies President

HOSKINS

Treasures-

Interest PeJd On Deposits
12

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY, JUNE
CLASS

OIL OPERATIONS IN

E8TANCIA VALLEY
CAPITAL INTERESTED
EASTERN
AND THREE WELLS AL.
READY SUNK

Santa Fe, June

Boring for oil
the Estancia valley Is to begin in
15.

ia
earnest very soon. Three wells are
to be gunk between Clark and
where indications am especially
Mor-iart-

y

propitious. Geological conformation,
well as oil that has come to the
surface in shallow wells, are only
indications.
two ,of fhe favorable
Francis C. Wilson ot Santa Fe, who
baa been in Washington and New
York, is reported to have interested
New York parties. In several wells
sunk near Stanley and Clark the
water has become so impregnated
witii oil and gas that it cannot be
Onta racher who evaporated
Used.
some of the water secured a residue
that burned with a bright steady
(lame. Much ot the supposed oil land
te already patented for homestieads,
wnile other land is being filed upon.
The oil field is supposed to stretch
from the Hagan coal fields dear
across tq the salt, laicea. As is wiell
known, the. mineral products of the
section are of such a nature as to be
favorable indications for oil and the
promoters of the oil well proposition
ere so confident of success that they
tiave kept very .quiet about their plans
and have not sought to Interest any
borne capital.
BP

Bladder irritations, kidney troubles,
dull headaches, weariness, pain in
back and sides, all show the kidneys
need to be toned up, strengthened,
their regular action restored. Foley
Kidney Pills will do it surely and
rjuickly. They give good health, freedom from iain, a return of appetite
and sound sleep. Try them. O. Q.
Sohaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
-- Adv.
WERSONICK RANCH SOLD
June 15. Thomas F.
Mogollon,
of the last lagtsla-tiv- e
member
Cooney,

bouse, has Just purchased the
"Wersonick farm and orchard in the
IMessllla valley for $16,000 and will
tarn his attention from freighting and
mining to tilling the soil and running
.for the legislature from Dona Ana
county.

'

ill

AT YALE

DAY

New Haven, Conn., June 15. Class
day, the most conspicuous social event of the college year, was observed
at Yale today. Beginning with the
class day exercises of the Sheffield
Scientific school seniors this morning, the members of some department
of the university in the class of ft
were in the campus spotlight throughout the day. At 2 p. m. the graJuates
ot the college proper assembled to
listen to the final declamations of
their members as students of the university, to hear the class oration and
poem and to witness the planting of
the Class Ivy. Later in the afternoon
the medical school celebrated ita centenary in Woolsey Hall, with addresses by President Hadley, Dr. Walter
R, Steiner of Hartford and Professor
William II. Howell of Johns Hopkins
At the anniversary exeruniversity
cises of 'the law school the principal
address was delivered by Judge Alton
n. Parker of New York.

BM

BURNED TO DEATH

non-par-

MUM

TTN

I

f

ti

san primary. The two candidates for
each office who run highest in the
primary will be the candidates at the
coming election. Mayor Wallace G
i
vTi v"-iTiTrT- iIN ATTEMPTING TO Nye is a candidate for renomlnatlon.
MOTHER,
His opponents are Alderman James
SAVE LITTLE ONE, IS OVERD. William, former Alderman Chas.
COME BY SMOKE
II
II
I Y L m
I
D. Gould, Edward R,
Sheppardf an ex
ana
most
15.
the
One
of
Beecher
pressman,
Moore, a so
Deming, June
appalling and horrible accidents that cialist.
has ever occurred in this section of
s
W
Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
the country took place when the
Remember how spry and active you
old baby of Mr. and Mrs. Bud
never tasted
Mlddlekauf was burned to death when were before you had rheumatism,
the Mlddlekauf home, four miles north bockaohe, swollen, aching joints and daintier, lighter, fluffier jff (
biscuits than
of Demlng, was destroyed by fire stiff, painful muscles?. Want to feel
that way again? You can Just take baked with Calumet
about 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Mlddlekauf left her baby lying Foley Kidney Pills. For they quickly
They're alwayt jp
nv
pood-deli- cious,
on the bed In her home and went clear the blood of the poisons that
For Calumet in- - (
down the road a short distance to cause your pain, misery and tormentL
visit a neighbor, she looked back and ing rheumatism, o. O. Schaefer and sures perfect
saw smoke emerging from the win Red Cross Drug Store. dAv.
:
dows of her home. Rushing back to
7 VV
nrririvrn
SUICIDE
I
AT
MAXWELL
met
H1GHESTA
at
was
the
WARDS
save her baby she
1
I
Maxwell, June 15. Harry R. Ingle- door of the house by a burst of flames
EKpo-li- o-;
Cluio. !
and thick black smoke, which over- due, son of R. A. Ingledue, was found
came her and she was unable to enter dead on his bed with a bullet hole in
the house, whilch was ,'entjrely de- his temple. He had been working in
the field Just a short time before and
stroyed.
The Are Is supposed to have been seemed in good spirits. It Is thought,
caused by the explosion of an oil therefore, that hi death was purely
stove, which she had left burning to accidental.
cook supper. All that was left of the
little baby was a few charred re- MILITARY INSTITUTE HONORED
Santa Fe, N. M., June 15. The mili
mains.
institute at Roewell has again
tary
Mrs. Mlddlekauf was overcome with
a high place in the rank of ILVC
landed
was
Mlddlekauf
Mr.
also
as
grief
colleges," by the col-"distinguished
when he returned home and found his
,i ..
war
board
of
departinspection
lege
to
baby dead and his home burned
ment This is the more noteworthy
the ground.
this year, the department
because
Mr. and Mm. Mlddlekauf, who have
I
two
created
classes, the higher being
have
recently developed their place,
"honor
lower
and
the
"distinguished"
the sincere sympathy of the communschools." Only a small number ot the
ity in their misfortune.
schools that give military training can
get a place on these two rolls.
of
At Bremen, Ga., W. M. Golden,
the Equitable Life Assurance Society,
PRINTING PRESSMEN MEET
says he found Foley Kidney Pills to
Tenn.. June 15. Dele
Roeersvllle
and
for
be the best remedy
kidney
bladder troubles, also for rheumatism. gates from many parts of the United
toHe Bays, "Any person having kidney States and Canada assembled here
the
of
convention
annual
the
or
for
rheumatism
day
trouble, backache,
should be very glad to find such a International Printing Pressmen and
ivxit;' "wb .
wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer Assistants' Union of North America.
Th sessions are being held at the
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
home maintained by the organization
MAYORALTY CONTEST
here and will continue for a week or
mm Mum Km H
15.
With
ten
June
days. Among those in attendance
Minn.,
Minneapolis,
five candidates for mayor and alder-mani- at the opening session was G. A.
larmuMLi whim
contests in every ward, the Isaacs, general secretary of the Operacampaign tive Printers and Assistants of Great
municipal
Minneapolis
which closed today has been one of Britain, who was present as a fraterthe liveliest of recent years. Tomor- - nal delegate from his organization.

IN DEMINO FIRE

rrr
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very best thing for constipation, sick
headache, sour stomach, lazy liver,
The
sluggish constipated bowels.
pleasantest, surest, nicest laxative
you ever used. Tastes good like lemonade. Acts promptly without pain
or nausea. Gives you the most satisfactory flushing you have ever had.
O. G. Sohaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Ad v,
ENCAMPMENT
AT, EAU CLAIRE
Eau Claire, Wis., June 15. Wiscon
sin veterans of the Spanish war gath

ered here in force today for the annual encampment of their state organization. The gathering will continue
three days and will include, in addition to the usual business sessions, a
parade and a camp fire meeting with
addresses by speakers of prominence.
TO 8TOUT PEOPLE
Foley Cathartic Tablets are a specially good little regulator that keeps
your system In perfect working order.
No biliousness, no constipation, no distress after eating, no greasy taste. A
stout person who uses them constant
ly will really feel thinning out andi
more comfortable as a result of their
use. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv,
COMFORTING
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cut ready for mounting.
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SUPPLY

AND

illustrated travel-boofor you, and will be glad to furnish
f
tmuijue itinerary. ...
Remember that best service to
o,
the Great
Lakes gateway,
is via the Santa
Fe.
Clii-cag-
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m every walk of lifeyou'll
find good old "Bull"
Durham. Men of action,
men with red blood in their
veins, who do the world's
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retary-treasure-
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they demand honest value.
These are the millions of men all over thegp.
earth who find com plete, healthful enjoyment''
and lasting satisfaction in "Bull" Durham.
4if5
hand-mad- e
cigarettes! These fresh, fragrant cigarettes theyto
ownlikown
their
roll for themselves, with their
hands,
suit their taste
ing, from ripe, mellow "Bull" Durham tobacco,
ready-made.- 1
can
buy
better than any cigarettes they
frills
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(Enough for forty
Asfc

tor FREE

booh of "pap "
with ach be boca

hand-mad-
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attendance from many of the
principal cities of Arkansas, Texas,
Oklahoma and several other states,
the annual convention of the Southwestern Water Works association was
oened here today and will be continued until Wednesday.

sack)

ine minions 01 duu uuruam
6mokers are proud of that muslin sack,
J3 because they know that the quality is
all in the tobacco where it belongs.
."Rqll your own" and learn this dis- unctive jorm.oi looacco cujuyiucui. .

riJIp
f

J

An Illustrated Booklet, showing correct
Way to "RolIYour Own" Cigarettes, and
a Book cf cigarette papers, will both be mailed to you,
free, on postal request. Address "Bull" Durham,
TOBACCO
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TENNIS TOURNEY AT AUGUSTA
Augusta, Ga., June 15. Many high
ranking lawn tennis players are competing in the seevnteenta annual
South Atlantic states tournament,
which opened on the courts of the
Country club here today under conditions that promise one of the most
successful meets in the history of the
association. The championships in
men's singles and men's doubles, women's singles and mixed doubles will
be decided at the tournament, which
will continue for six days. JUDGE

terprise and Santa Fe Trail Magazine
in
and chief clerk of the lower-liousstate
Mexico
New
first
legislature
the
v. as in the city this week ia the interests of a new republican state weekly
paper which it is proposed to establish In Santa Fe. kr. Staplin met
with much encouragement from- Grant

I
hi

-

m

RETURN
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NEW SCHOOL FOR CANYONCITO
Santa Fe, June 15. County School
Superintendent John V. .Conway spent

the day at Canyoncito addressing an
educational rally attended by practically every person living in the dis
trict It was decided to build a modern school house with domestic science and manual training equipment

t

1

LEIB IMPROVED

Santa Fe, June 15. Judge T. D.
Leib has returned to Raton from Mar-li- n
Springs, Texas, much Improved in
health. He broke down while holding
court at Tuoumcart and has been absent several weeks, Judges E. C. Abbott and Colin Neblett holding court
in his place at Raton and Taos.
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ELECTRIC (';(
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Electric stoves furnish genuine fireless cooking-becaufirst and last there isn't any fire at all. Get
that? No fire at all. No fire to start. No fire to put
out. No fire with all the fire danger --the burning up
of the fresh air. No coal to lug up. No ashes to taks
out and cart away. Not even a smell of gas.
You can fry eggs and broil bacon or chops right
table
on the dining-rooThat saves a good many
steps, especially in the dark, early mornings, when you
are in a hurry or in the evenings when you are tired.
And you have all the quick handiness of a cold lunch,
too, only it's tot and satisfying.
se

V.

Hi z

.A.

'

!

"

Las' Vegss
9 A tv

STOVES

Real Fireless Cookery

.

a

'
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give you

m

e

Jhir-hatn,N.- C.

.

D. L. Batchelor, Agt.
Las Vegas, N. M.

county republicans and if members ot
the party respond as readily in proportion to their numbers as the Grant
county tribe, he will have no trouble
lu raising the needed funds.

NEW REPUBLICAN
PAPER
Silver City, N. M., June 15. Frank
Staplin, editor of the Farmington En-

lTDUI?
vl-- J-

THE AMERICAN
m'mt
in

OLD COLORS

Harrisburg, Pa., June 15. A parade
and Interesting ceremonies were held
today in connection with the transfer
of Pennsylvania's old battle flags from
the state museum to the rotunda of
the new capitol. There were several
hundreds of the flags, including the
colors borne by Pennsylvania troops
in the revolution, the war of 1812, the
Civil war
civil war and Spanish-Waveterans and aa escort of five companies of National Guardsmen marched In the parade to the capitol. Governor John K. Tener opened the exer
cises with an address and Major Mo
ses Veale of Philadelphia, delivered
the oration of the day.

bers
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cigarettes in each
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ESCORT

WATER WORKS CONVENTION
Tulsa, pkla., June 1' With mem-

.

SMOKING TOBACCO

!

r.

GENUINE

1

I

'

r.

VETERANS

F-s- y

!M

work, and do it well, learn to appreciate things
at their real worth. They are not fooled by

I?

S
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MACHINERY

White Sulphur Springs, Va., June
of the
15, The annual convention
American Supply and Machinery Manu
facturers' association opened here today and will continue In session unt!
associn-tloThursday. Members of the
of
the
country
from many parts
ova in attendance. The officers in
charge of the convention are D. K
Swartout of Cleveland, president; C
H. Jenkins of Louisville and John K.
Broderick of St Louis, vice president,
and F. E. Mitchell of New York, sea
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I have some interesting'
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Chicago is the gateway to
the lake region. From here
radiate most of the important
Water trins. Yon ran mate a pv. '
cle of the Great Lakes resorts, including those of Wisconsin, Northern
Michigan, and Georgian Bay. Then
visit Buffalo and Niagara Falls, the
Berkshires of New England and the
Adirondacks of New York, with a few
days' stop at Atlantic City. The low
summer tourist fares on the Santa Fe
bring this trip within the reach of all.

CELEBRATES CLASS DAY
Providence, ft. I., June 15. Today,
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the third of Brown University's commencements, "was marked by Class
Day exercises by the class of 1914.
The exercises were held on the cam
pus this afternoon and consisted of an
Lewis-toby Robert S. Holding, Jr., of
Me., president of the senior class
the class oration, by Nahum Merrill
of Chicago and the class poem, by
Allan L. Langley, of Newport

between the
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We are showing these stones in the
ctystals as they are found, as well as

Not an imitation of the Diamond, but
a bright white stone.
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Mexico Stone

Found in Mora County
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The Mora Gem
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First get the name down pat
then buy it of your dTuggist Just the
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row the candidates for the various
offices will be named in a
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FLAG DAY EXERCISES

CO.

ELKS

EMINENT SUCCESS
HOME ' SCENE OF
PATRIOTIC DE- -'
MONSTRATION

NOTE-WORTH-

The Flag day exerclsea held at the
Elks' home yesterday afternoon at
2:30 o'clock proved successful In every feature, despite the fact that the
weather during the afternoon was disagreeable. The attendance though
and the
Entered at the poatofflce at East small, was representative,
La Vegas. New Mexico tor trans-niMlo-a services were enjoyed by all. t
through the United. States
The musical program was excellent,
walla as second class matter. '
and the ritualistic, work of the lodge
very impressive. Judge D. J. Leahy
which
a. patriotic address
delivered
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
:with
present
person
touched
every
Dally, by Carrier
for the
beautiful
Its
appeal
symbolic
06
rer Copy
- M observance of. Flag day. .The readings
Use Week
.66 and other features of the program
One Month
were excellent in every manner.
One Tear
The committee on arrangements
Daily, by Mall
praised. The
16.00 cannot be too highly
One Tear (In advance)
home was
Elks'
room
at
the
3.00
lodge
tlx Months (In advance)
the national
7.00 beautifully decorated,
One Tear (la arrears?
3.75 colore. Dredomlnatlng. At one end of
tlx Mentha (in arrears)
the hall, a pretty scheme was worked
out
in flowers. This was in the form
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
on a liberty gell made of red, white
GROWER
The local com- 32.00 and blue blossoms.
me Tecr
Grand
Army of the
LOO mandery of the
tlx Months
a
In
body.
attended
Republic
Judire Leahy said in part. In ad
(Cash In Advance for Mall
dressing his remarks to the Elks:
Subscription.)
I am deeply sensible of the honor
Remit by check, draft or money this lodge has bestowed upon me in
erder. It sent otherwise we will not
requesting that I make the customary
te responsible for loss.
address on this occasion upon which
Specimen copies free on application. we have invited our friends, who are
not members of pur order, to witness
ALL PAPERSDISCONTINUED AT our services, and to join with us in
EXPIRATION OF TIME
honoring the emblem of our beloved
PAID FOR
country. As the Benevolent? and Protective Order of Elks is distinctively
an ,American organization," ft is in
Advertisers are guaranteed the
deed . appropriate for It to celebrate
largest dally and weekly circulation
this day as one upon which, to honor
In
New
northern
ef any newspaper
the flag, under the Inspiring folds of
Mexico.
which, in revolutionary days, deeds of
heroism were performed and achieve
TELEPHONES
ments wrought which changed the
Main 2
utlnest Office
map of the world; which gave to the
Main 2 world a new nation, and which caused
News Department ......
to be written the brightest pages of
the world's history.
1914.
15,
JUNE
MONDAY,
"The history of the evolution of
of the American flag is in itself quite
i
SCHUMANN-IIEIN- K
interesting. But as that is something
with
which we are all more or less
H'iih lladama Schumann-Heink'- 3
I will not do more than touch
familiar,
Tnvate domestic affairs the general
it
at this time. Suffice it to
1 utile haa no
particular concern. But upon
the flag as we now know it
that
say
thousands of friends and admirers
was not designed upon any one occa
will be sincerely gTad that the despl
were
rable attack made upon her character sion, but only after many patters
was the flag, as
made
and
discarded,
by h"r husband wholly failed to be
In the de
smirch her reputation her high re- it is at present, adopted.
emblem
natonal
a
of
it un
signing
putation, for Bhe has been held up
was the Intent and purpose
doubtedly
for a quarter of a century or more aa
a splendid type of artist, woman and of the founders of this nation to
create something emblematic of their
in other.
ressive of the feelings
caufle
i There is no more caddish act than lonrl
H aof vu3 than nrtrKtrmncf 1tS
fHmt
stich an attempt, especially when it
was made by a man who came into minds something that would In a way
court with unclean hands of his own. be indicative of the hopes and
were
Ernestine Shcumann-Helnstands too ambitions of the new nation they
With
such
into
to
about
being.
bring
in
affection
the
the
American
of
high
13 stripes were de
In
the
view
object
people for them not to be highly gratified at the failure of an assault up- cided upon as representing the 13
on her good name. As a distinguished colonies, out of which grew this na
member of a profession which con- tion, with a star top every state.
"As stated In the ritual Hhat has
tains its full share of both good and
been
read to you, the colonists inter
fiad men and women, Schumann-"H1n- k
the red in the flag to mean depreted
has always commanded the afto all forms of oppression; the
fiance
fectionate admiration pt the people of
white
purity and charity,
signified
two continents,
Jo taint of scandal
blue the symbol of
and
fielil
of
the
swfr touched her and there was never
The red stripes
and
fidelity.
ven a breath of suspicion until the justice
In the flag thus typifying the determan from whom she sought to be freed mination of the colonists to have no
tried to fasten "a past" upon her and more of the oppressive and tyrannical
to supplant it with vile insinuations government of King George, while the
that were proved by his own witness- white and blue typified their Ideals
es to have no foundation in fact of the government in. which they beemerees . from the
RMiiimnnn.weink
lieved and for which they were willing
muck of her divorce suit unsmirched, to sacrifice their lives, their property
vindicated in every respect by the de and their sacred honor.
cree which was granted her and off
"Ab the cardinal principles of the
daily declared to be the true woman order of Elks are Charity, Justce,
she has been for so long considered Brotherly love and Fidelity, you can
There are some artists concerning readily see, if you will but compare
whom no revelations would be espe- those principles with the meaning
cially surprising or particularly" disap- given the different portions of ;, the
have3
pointing. But nothing would
flag by the American colonists, that
been more widely and sincerely re- 'the order of Elks is thoroughly "an
gretted than the collapse of the repu American order,, As the flag which
has
tation' which Schumann-Heinl- e
we honor today was and la emblemabuilt up by a generation of womanli- tic of what the colonists fought bled
ness commensurate with her standing and died for, so do the cardinal prinas an artist Kansas City Journal.
ciples of our order symbolize what all
o
good Elks stand for. It therefore folWETS WIN AT TEXICO
lows, that he who Is a good Elk Is
--'
ouu
a good American citizen. As the
,;'also
vote
of
county, has voted wet by a
of this order are to
to 2. giving as far aa percentage goes, general objects
J ;ot charity.
the
mos7
majority
prince
tice.
y;
IgainsTrohlbitlon thus far recorded
tn
and
welfare
happiness
Promot
town lies on tte
to th. town of of mankind; to uphold our country its
an oqu ,
TPeico feared to lose laws .and
JU
American
of
en
patriotism
the
spirit
Jmsmesa if it voted dry.
we would indeed be lacking In fidelity
to our couutry, u our
13 A N if RUN A FIZZLE
we did not cele- c.n. p j,in 15. A fate rumor and to our order in ifsome
manner uy
tnis
brate
oay
National
n.n on the First
ln- - which we may1 old towards the pro- all
but
this
week,
of ciovia
or me weua.ro ana imyy.u
d'eat'ona were allayed by the prompt- motion
rpvni'ent of the long line of deposi- of the people of this community and
not at least make an effort
',v
who demanded their mony and If we did
i
aid
in
.tn
and
quickening the spirit of
more
deposits
the bfr baa
which means.
American
j
patriotism,
before.
ever
than
i uron-'f-M.

Editor.

PAOGETT....

.

.
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la my humble judgment, love of
country, loyalty to its flag and all that
the flag stands for and obedience to
its laws and institutions.
"It is indeed pelaslng to me to see
as our honored guests today,
you
members of the Grand Army of the
Republic. You veterans of a mighty
war; you, who by the noble service
rendered your country in Its time of
greatest need, set for us an example
most worthy of emulation and earned
for yourselves the title of which you
have Just cuse to be proud, 'the Color
Guard of the Nation's Patriotism. When
your country called upon yo, you
were not found wanting, but were rea
dy and willing to make, if necessary,
the supreme sacrifice that falls to the
lot of mankind to make In defense of
your country and your country's flag.
I know that you were then I know
that you are now in hearty accord
with that sentiment which has been
-expressed on many a battlefield "Our
in
of
course,
the
right,
country, always
but right or wrong, our country.'
to our
. "But our greatest service
country and our country's flag Is not
that necessarily rendered upon the
field of battle or in time of war, but
rather, is. it in our dally Uvea by the
example we set and by the lessons
we teach to those who are, to follow
us, that we may render a greater
service to our country and to the
flag which we honor and love, in the
Interest of humanity."
The program wag as follows:

15, 1914.

The opening, which
had resulted.
ranged from a shade off to
cent up, waa followed by a moderate
general decline. The close was Btea-d- y

' Men were at work in all the mines. state militia to hold itself In readitieea
Patrol".'
....Las Vegas symphony Orchestra In the Speculator, one of the largest for a call to Butte. The governor said
rmnua hero ntmnlv
. J to learn the
mines in the city, 90 per cent of the U U ho.
U"Q w-Introductory Exercises ..
Exalted Ruler and Officers day shift was reported at work. In

Music," "American

v

Prayer by the Chaplain
Brother W. O. Wood
Song, Selected Mrs. A. F, Morrisette
History of the Flag, Reading
Brother Charles W. G. Ward
Altar Service. . .Esquire and Officers
gong, "Star Spangled Banner"....
Mrs. F. L. Relman
f
Elks Tribute to the Flag
Brother E. B. Shaw
.
Music, "Melody in jF"
....Las Vegaa Symphony Orchestra
Patriotlo Address. Brother D. J. Leahy
Song, "America". Lodge and audience
The musica was under the supervt
sion of Mrs. Charles Kohn.

GOVERNOR OF MONTANA

BUTTE

AT RIOTING

PERLOOKS INTO CONDITIONS
SONALLY, BEFORE ORDERING OUT MILITIA

Rutte, Mont, June 15. With Gov
ernor Stewart in the city conducting
an investigation of the lawlessness of
the last two days and all local authorities making every' effort to restore
calm in the ranks of Butte's 9,0u)
miners, the city was quiet today.

the Black Rock and the Butte and
Superior nearly all the shift went
It was at these
down this morning.
two properties that the trouble waa
precipitated last Friday. No officials
of the Butte union of the Western
Federation of Miners were present to
protest against the men who failed to
show their union cards.
Officials of the union have not appeared elnce they fled when the parade was broken up on miners' union
day. It is believed no protest wiTi be
made for the present, thus avoiding
further trouble and keeping the mines
in operation until some understanding
can be reached. In the meantime the
seceders from the union who have
been influenced by Industrial Workers
of the World leaders are planning to
get out a large vote on Wednesday,
when the miners will cast their ballots on this question:
"Shall we refuse to show Western
Federation cards at all the mines?"
A committee of the seceders called
on the chief of police today, urging
him to trace the miners to whom was
entrusted $1,200, the contents of the
miner's union safe which was blown
open iby the seceders Saturday night
The order closing all saloons is still
In force.
Governor Stewart reiterated today
his denial that be had ordered the

"

to citizens

vice wherever necessary
and officials.- CHARGED

WITH

to

cent net

lower.

Corn, advanced, owing to unfavorable weather In Argentina. Prices
started unchanged to
cent higher
and after a slight reaction continued
to climb. The close was weak at
to
cent net decline.
Oats were upheld by the strength
of corn.
In provisions, a hardening tendency
developed, the outcome of firmness
in the hog market. The closing quo
tations were as follows:
Wheat, July 84; Sept. 82.
Corn, July 70; Sept 67..
!
Oats, July 39; Sept 38..'
$20.25."
Pork, July 121; Sept.
Lard, July $10.15; Sept. $10.32.
Ribs, July $11.50; Sept $11.52,

EMBEZZLEMENT

Athens, O., June 15. Charles H.
Slaughter, former mayor of this city,
was arraigned to court today to stand
trial on an indictment charging him
with alleged embezzlement of the city
funds during his term of office.
NEW YORK 8TOCK EXCHANGE
New York, June 15. The market

closed steady. Narrow movements
against attended today's trading, with
the tendency downward. The usual
evening up of speculative contracts
caused the list to harden in the final
...
operations.
71
Amalgamated Copper
108
KANSAS CITY LlVE STOCK
American Sugar Refining
Kansas City, June 15. Hogs, re99
Atchison
t
.111 Ms ceipts 8,000.
Market steady. Bulk $8
Northern Pacific
.15; heavy, $8.15(fr8.28;
....165
packers
Reading
94& and butchers $7.5O8.20; lights $7.90
Southern Pacific
8.10; pigs $7.257.75.
Union Pacific
.......155
62
Cattle, receipts 7,000. Market steaUnited States Steel
dy. Prime fed steers $8.509; dressUnited States tSeel, pfd.,,.,.,.109
ed beef steers $6.258.25; cows
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
$4.257.25; heifers $6.508.85;
Chicago, June 15. Wheat, weaken- stockers and feeders $B07,75; bulls
ed today on account of reports that $5.507; calves $69.50.
the rains in Kansas had not reached
Sheep, recepits 8,000. Market steathe part of the state where the har- dy. Lambs $89.25; yearlings $6
vest is In progress, and, that no harm 6.85; wethers $55. 85; ewes $i5.10.
,

..............
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STOCKS MUST BE REDUCED REGARDLESS OF COST
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SUITS, COATS, OR
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Made of Ratines, Lawns, Voiles and Ginghams to go at

1

Purchase
Children's Wash Dresses

$3.00, $3.50 and $1.1)0 Pumps and Oxfords
for Women, mostly small sizes, per pair

Off

2

Anything Bought from Us Can Be Ex"
Hours After
changed Within Forty-Eigh- t

for Women on Second Floor
Railroad Pay Day Special

here

few very attractive shapes. Your choice of any Hat
1--

See Our Ready Made Garments

Ages 2 to 14.
1--

Your choice at

Broken Sizes and Styles

:

,

Off

3

Florsheim Oxfords S2.99
For Men

$5.00

June 15, 16 and 17

i

'it''.!

$1.79

Best Vici, Gunmetal and Patent Leathers

Every Department Contributes Something to This Windfall of Wonderful Values
4
off Throughout the Store
and
We Are Offering Discounts of
1--

'
.

.

.

au

1--

vT

;ij3

6

Po women. Regular 60c values.
Low 'Neck. No Sleeves, Knee Length

ghades
...!

;

i--

SllitS

ONE .Vo EACH CUSTOMER
.

3,

Summer Ribbed Union

Silk Petticoats

"

-

1.79

2

Extra Special
WOMEN'S ALL LINON
HANDKERCHIEFS
Ior
"

7

45 cents

.

-

,

1.25i Silk, nose

;
-

--

J';;-,-

BLACKS

0.

,

25 cents

jT'

j"' -

'

ANDQLftS'Per Pallet
i

--

m .r

t

hu..jo;

--

.

ant

89 cents

'

ALL GOODS HARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES

.

STORE OF QUALITY"

THE

,
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1-- 2
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ll7Z7ToPo

Women's Hats

One Lot of Wash Dresses

tauon.

WARNER'S

OPPOSITE
'.

RUST-PROO-

f

CASTANEDA

F

CORSETS
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William L. Hoskins, son of D. T, into Its depths. A wandering lion,
Hoskins, returned last ntght from however, ventures upon the bridge beYESTERDAY'8 RESULTS
Champaign, 111., where he has been fore they do, goes through and shows
attending the state university of Il the flimsy charactei of its construc
linois for the past year. He will tion, and the evil sign of Umballah's
IN
mischief.
J. WV Winder of Albuquerque was a 6pend the summer in this city.'
American League
Second Reel
visitor In Las Vegaa yesterday.
Since Its organization thla Bank has consistently and constantly devoted Its efforts to the npblldlng of
At Cleveland
R. HE
Bruce, at once busy and undeterred, Cleveland
iM. O. Nuckler of Santa Rosa came
a safe' and conservative banking Institution.
4 6 1
. .
s
,
soon has the bridge repaired; they
Its constant and steady growth 1b conclusive evidence that IU effort! axe appreciated by the banking
in last night for a short business visit MOVIE PICTURES OF
0 6 3
Washington
resume
their mounts and go forward
C. P. Trammell of Raton came In
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, but there la ample apace for more We enBatteries:
Bowmann and O'Neill;
toward the seashore. Kathlyn. ever Johnson
:
deavor to give our patrons the best of banking service In all lines. Ask the man, woman, firm or corporaSaturday evening for a few days busiand Alnsmlth.
PICNIC on
the alert, eaves the life of the
tion that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANT.
ness visit in this city.
chief boatman's child 'y picking up
Alvan N. White, state superintendAt Chicago
...
R.H.E.
v
Make This Bank YourBank.
A Cordial Welcome to AH Visitors
ent of public instruction, came in Sat- AUTO PARADE, FROM ALL AC the infant as a leopard ia about to Philadelphia
8 16 0
'
...
the
attack
and
It,
hungry
killing
business
BE
for
a
afternoon
short
OVER
3 4 2
urday
COUNTS, WILL
Chicago We Pas 2fo on Checking Accounts
We
4
well
beast
a
Time
and
directed
shot
on
Accounts
single
by
Pay
Savings
visit.
A MILE LONQ
Batteries:
Browne, Brassier and
from her revolver. , Bruce also has the
Walter B. Smith of Chicago arrived
Faber and Mayer.
Scott,
Lapp;
Jasper,
save the life of the
In Laa Vegas yesterday evening and
Ths line of automobiles that will good fortune to
who has stumble.!
boatman,
himself,
will remain here for a short time as start Friday morning from the NorAt Detroit
R.H.E.
into a leopard trap. The gratitude of New
students
1 6 1
the
a business visitor.
mal university, carrying
York
Mrs. T. A. Akers left last night for of the summer school to the picnic at the man 'is so.grt.at that he o'fers Detroit
3 5 2
all the boats at nl3
Caldwell and Sweeney,
Batteries:
paints in California, where shie will the Hot Springs, will be over a mile Kathlyn's toparty them make the voyhelp
Grosset; Hall, Dubuc and Stanage.
(visit friends and relatives for the long, according to the present indi- - disposal
age to Volcano Island.
next few months.
cationa.
The scene shifts to this desolate
R. H. E.
At St Louis .
J. H. Stone of Memphis, Tenn., ad- Thla estimate la based on the fact
but
adventurous spot showing Um- - Boston 1 w
13 4
rived in Las Vegaa last night and will that there will be over 100 machines
ballah and his followers locating the St Louis'.
4
...
te a business visitor in Las Vegas for and as each Is required to keep a cer- cave
where the treasure is concealed.
few days,
. the next
Leonard and Carrigan;
Batteries:
tain distance from the car tin front
...........
.
W. W. Hulton, connected with the In the parade, the line will be easily Subsequently, when the bags of gold Hamilton, Taylor, Manning and pros-BiSanta Fe Railway company at To-- over a mile in length. The approxi- are brought to light the leader of the
,.
Leary.
sailors asks at once for a division of
Deka, Kas., was a business visitor mate distance that the maoMnes
in
it.
this
Umballah
mutiny
quells
In Las Vegaa today.
Federal League
would cover in a straight line would
swift' and decisive fashion by plung--j At St. ouis
Miss Emma Tamme wtll leave this be nearly 12 Las Vegas blocks.
R.H.B.
into'
and
the malcontent
'
9 13 2
.
Buffalo .
.
'
The general arrangements for the tag a. knife
evening for Kansas City and Chicago
.
,
leaves him for dead, as. they, by his St Louis
and rehv picnic are meetjng with eminent
2 4 1
where she will visit! friends
'
to
boats
back
the
direction,
hurry
lives for some time.
Batteries: ,, Krapp and1 Blair, Laaccording to those in charge,
events
Miss Phebe Hart will leave this and the Commercial club ie detenrh-e- with the treasure. As these
Willet Welch and Simon.
vigne;
are transpiring Kathlyn and her party
that the affair shall be the biggest
evening for points in Ohio where she
will visit for the next few weeks with thing of its kind ever attempted here. reach the island and begin a search
R.H.E.
At Chicago
.
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BROTHERHOOQ
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday night
munication first and O. R. C. ball, on Donglaa arenas BJ
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock,
visiting members are sss
seven month. Visiting dla'.ly welcome.
J. C. WerU, PrS
bothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; fL B
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M, H. 8. Van Bally, Treasurer.

Petten, Secretary.
Meets first and third Vasaday evenings each month at Waot
men hall. Visiting brothers eortlet-lInvited to attend. C. N. Donglaa
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretara

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
per Una each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

-
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tfass-oa- y
conclave
No ad to occupy less space than two
in each meat at Ma-All advertisements
es
charged
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will bt booked at space actually set
M. Smith, S. C; Chaa. Tamme, Rewithout regard to number of words. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
LOCAL TIME CARD
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MA80NS Regular con
BASHFUL SUITOR
vocation first. Monday In
East Bound
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each month at Masonic
Depart
remple at 7:S0 p. m. p. No. I.... 7:20 p. m.... . 7:46 p. m
a, Brlaagar, H. P.; p. O. No. 4. ...11:64 p. m.... .11:61 P.
. J:3 a. m
No. 8.... 2:25 a. m
Blood, Secretary.
No. II.... 1:35 p. mi.... 8:0t p. U
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
West Bound
OPTIC'I NUMBER, MAIN ft.
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l:3t a. O
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4:20 p. m
J. Friedenstine,, N. G.; A. T, Rogers, NO.
:8S p. m..... 7:fll
V. G.; T. M. Elwood. Secretary; Karl Ko.
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Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
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ter, two lots, 1203 Eleventh street
Address Box 244 E. Las Vegas.
B. P, O. ELKS
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FOR SALE Small ranch near Hot month EHta" home on Ninth
etreet
Springs. For Information see Frank and Douglas avenue.
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eordlaly invited. Wm. K. SpringThis
ter.
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nig
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, cure. Chiropody.
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Steani Laundry Building
TWOluNDS OFOTlENCE
RLadies always welcome. O. L. FreePhone Vegas 123
man,
President; Miss Cora Montague,
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
It
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Las Vegas,
New Men
giving yoti
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
a
present for doMontague Assistant Deputy, 1011
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
ing something
Dentist
!
you 'd do any
Dental work of any description at
L. O. O. MOOSE
Meet! second and
moderate prices
way when you
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evening eaob
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
leam how Much
month at VT. O. V. hall. Visltlnf
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
brothers cordially Invited. Howard .
flefer EMPRESS
Jt
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Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary
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Doctor Emdee When are you going
to pay your bill?
I'm gettiag out of

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
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W. W. BOWERS
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every
day of the month In the vestry roonu
uf Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock
l
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially In
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charts
Qreenclay, Secretary.
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MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
patience.
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
Mr. wise ir you aian t send so
on the eecozsd and fourth Mondays ol
many of them to the graveyard you
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
wouldn't get out of patients so fast
by local applications, as they cannot each month a 8 p, m. C. IL Stewart,
. W
reach the diseased portion of the ear. Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk;
NATURALLY
Vlsitlnf
There is only one way to cure deaf- Montague, Local Deputy.
ness, and that Is by constitutional members are especially weleooe n
13
E. A.

.

remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect' hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result and unless the inflammation can be taken out and the tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
which Is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by. Druggists, 75c.
The Tall Girl If you could get Just
Take Hall's Family Pills for constithe beau you wanted, what beau
pation. Adv.
would you take?
ine Short Girl Some other elrl's
oeau.
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
fiarvesters, Btorers, and Distributors
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Whlsh. B&vs Mad Las Vegas Tamema.
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Lastlatj Qualities

tgg

NOTICE

Bids for completing a school house,
in district No. 49, Las Vegas Hot
Springs, will be received by the undersigned directors, until the 20th of June
at 5 p. m. The bids may b,e put in in
part or for the whole work, as follows:
For erecting the walls and plaster
ing inside.
Constriction of one chimney, (brick)
Putting In a heating plant.
AH tin work.
All painting.
All information can b obtained from
county school superintendent.
TORIBIO MARTINEZ, Chairman
LORENZO LEAL, Secretary.
M. F. DES MARAIS, SupL
Box R'47"
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If you have been neglecting
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to subscribe for The Optic NOW IS THE TlflE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE
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with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. AH the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and

the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while

ARE COOL.

The Optic for

lbor

saving-convenien-

ce

whole year aund this
is only

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

Mail it or give it to the Carrier
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SATURDAY & MONDAY

MUTUAL THEATER 1
Bridi.

St
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CANTELOUPES
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TONIGHT
Flrat Show St&rti a.t 7.43

"The Golden Dross"

Special Sale on

Rsliance

Ftir
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A FINE LOT

1

J

10

"Mabel's Nerve"

BEST GRADE GRANITE WARE

Selling o.t
(El 15

cents

Keystone

STRING BEANS

"ROYAL PR.AND"
m

Largo Preserving Kettles 45c
Medium Preserving Kettles 35c

I

LOCAL
Light

Worth more than double this price

at

automobile lamps
this evening.

Pounds

for 25 cents

7:45

22llli
,
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PROF.

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

WINDOW

"

ORDER BY PHONE OR BUY THEM IN OUR STORE

STEAMS'

2

v

o'clock

SEE THEM IN OUR

NEWS

his promise that he would refrain
from disturbing the peace again.
Dan Baca, a baker's helper, became
Intoxicated Saturday night at a danie
that was given on railroad avenue,
and on account of unusual activities
in the form of singing and general
disturbance, he was arrested by Officer W. T. Reed. . Baca pleaded
guilty and was fined $3.
Chief of Police Coles arrested Francisco Bustos Saturday night on the
charge of drunkenness and Justice
Murray finied the offender $5 for his
crusade.
WUliam
Perkin, E. Maja, Henry
Snoderoy and Charles Terrmgs, four
vagrants, were arrested by Santa Fe
Officer Sena Saturday evening and
each received a sentence of ten dayst

8TOE3

Get your summer suit at Taichert's.
and
per cent off
for ten days. Adv.
Thirty-thre- e

AL KINDS OF BERRIES

one-thir- d

Mr. and Mrs. William N. Rosenthal
wed'
twenty-firs- t

J.

1

YORK

DONALDSON COMING
Professor Max H. Donaldson, A.B.,
and A. M., Denver university, and
graduate Rhoades scholarship, Oxford
university, England, who was recently asked to fill the chair of belles
letres at the New Mexico State Nor
mal University, has cabled his ac

,

&8c

J

"Nobby Tread" Tires

are now sold under their regular warranty
perfect workmanship and material BUT any
adjustment U on a basis of

:
:
:

ceptance from Pembroke college, Eng
land. Professor Donaldson Is a man
GROCER & BAKER,
ding anniversary today.
of great ability and the local school
Is fortunate in being able to secure
lrtu Mrs. Gilbert E. Rosenwald
his services. It is another demojtl
announce the birth of a daughter,
stratlon of the purpose of the. offlci
Mrs. B. Danziger today celebrated
Marian Elise, last night).
ials of the university to have a facher sixty-fiftbirthday and received ulty thar;c!an 'bear
comparison with
Finch's Golden Weeding Rye, aged many congratulations during the day. the best in the world.
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
The Friendship' club will meet to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o clock
CARCASS ON ROADSIDE
The executive board of the Wom- with Mrs. Grinslade, 610 Fourth 6treet Discovery was made yesterday afternoon by local autolsts of the skinen club will meet at the Commercial
Vivian' jLucero, a resident of La ned, surpass of a cow lying by the side
qlub rooms tomorrow afternoon at
2:30 o'clock.
Liendre, this morning made applica of thftocean to ocean higway, between
ci-tion at the court house for bounty on the bridge that spans thei Pecos ar- Mrs. Anna Guimeley, mother" of one wild cat and one coyote killed by royo on the Watrous road and then
stock yards. From appearances the
Mrs. Frank H. H.' Roberts, who has him near bis home.
carcass had been lying there only a
been visiting' in Ohio and Indiana tor
Sat The Ladies' Aid society of the First short time. The identity of the pera year, returned to Las
Vegas
'
;
' Methodist church will be entertained son who placed the dead animal in its
urday.
by Mra.. Kirls and Mrs. Tillman, at the unsightly position is not known, but
There will be a called meeting of home of Mrs.' Tillman, 309 Eighth Its immediate removal will be urged.
the Women's club ' tomorrow after- street, tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 One thing that reflects on a communnoon. All members are urged to be o'clock..
ity more than anything el A to the
automobile tourists, next to grading
present as there Is important business
to be considered.
Nearly 30 automobile tourists, pass of the roads, is the condition of the
ed through this city Saturday, yester road sides, say the local auto men,
A large ' number of people made day and today en route to and from and the appearance of such a foul
fishing and outing trips Into the coun- California. The recent prediction that thing as was seen . on the Watroue
try yesterday. Rain in the canyons the tourist travel would number 250 road yesterday will be anything but
spoiled the day in a way, though a machines for next month, will be a a good advertisement.
number of anglers caught large sure bet if travol continues at this
rate next month.
strings1 of fish.

are celebrating their

'
Experienced motorists will tell vou that G & J
"Nobby Tread" Tires afford you real protection!
that they are the tires you
gainst skidding, and
'
can. depend on.
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Las Vejas Motor Car Co.

h

what you
what you pay, that constitutes

T isn 't what you

.

JGctJor

Pay, but

"
values.
'
A well furnished home does not mean a
us.
large outlay of money it bought through
Get PRICES elsewhere, come here LAST,
then you will know that you should have
i
"come here FIRST. "

'

DON'T

FORGET

OUR

BPHOjjtmNGjgT.

FURNITURE CO.
Phone Vegas 114 s : 507 6th St.
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SAMPLE

Not "Heavier Than Air
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, eta, baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other is fully
equal to It Order a sack to--

13he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
President
IS. B. Davis. Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallrt Raynolds. Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice

Want yovi on our Books

We

"

Through mistake it was announced
last Saturday evening in l'U3 Opric
that Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sundt are
the proud parents of a baby boy. The
lucky parties are Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Suhl instead. The baby was born Sat
urday morning.

Jose Inez Trujillo, a well known
resident of the West side and for
some time employed at the state hospital for the insane, died yesterday
morning following a short illness. He
was about 63 years of age. The
funeral services were held this after
noon.

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
Charles Stewart, corner Washington
and Fifth streets, Tuesday, at 2:30
o'clock. All ladies who are interested
In temperance work are urgently in
vited to be present This is the oc
casion of the annual election.
At the regular meeting of the Fraternal Brotherhood which will be held
this evening at the O. R. C. hall, H.
Wk Boyer, state manager for that or
der, will address the local organz-a-tioand assist in the initiation of a
large class. A social session will roi
low the regular business of the order.

On Thursday last, at the rectory
of the Rev. Father Pitner, in Denver,
William N. Aber and Miss Myrtle
Olive Davis, a musician of note, were
married, Mr. Aber was born and

brought up in Las Vegas, and at the
time he met his bridge was connected
with the Fred Harvey system.

CARD OF THANKS
On behalf of Mrs. Mann, would like
for the people of Las Vegas and readers of The Optic to know that Jack
Mann, who died at St Anthony's
sanitarium on May 7, 1914, was a
member of the B. P. O. Elks of
Shreveport, La., the Ben Hur tent No.
6 of K. O. T. M. of Brownsville,
Tenn.,

treasurer of the Southeast Missouri
Drummers' association and traveling
salesman for the Steinwender com
pany of St Louis for over 17 years.
wish to extend my sincere thanks
and appreciation to the many friends
at Las Vegas for the kindness shown
me during my stay in your city, and
at the time of my sad bereavement
Especially to the Rev. Father Riberia,
the Ven. Sisters of Chanty at St An
thonys' sanitarium, to Mr. Richard
Devlne, the Hon. H. M. Smith, M. D,
Johnsen & Sons Undertaking company, Mra Woods of Hotel La Pen
sion and Mr. Hackett Sincerely,
Mra J. ,F. Mann and Mrs. A. J. Bauer,
her sister, 2122 Nebraska avenue, St

Word has been received from Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Greenclay, who are
now la New York, to the effect that
they will not make their intended trip
to Cuba because of the excessive heat
They will visit in Philadelphia and
later go to Denver to attend the big
Automobile stage line to Mora tri meeting of the Elks there next month.
Louis, Mo. Adv.
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
HARVEY'S ! OPEN
urday, leaving Las Vegas postofflce
RAIN SPOILS FANCY RIDING
34th season of this famous
a, m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
On account of a rainstorm yester
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las vegas
resort Carriage out every Sat5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5; urday morning, returning following day afternoon, the entire progrnui of
one way, S3. Round trip tickets good Friday; charge, Including passage the broncho busting exhibition at the
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop. both ways $10. Special rates for long Amusement park did not take place
419 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 307. er time,,, Address East. .Las Vegas, although those who attended, in spite
Li
Adv.
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's of the rain were well pleased with the
few; events that were staged.
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
The Irrigation ditch on Independ
'Jockey" Beal, a young rider of rare
ence avenue, on the West side, near PIANO RECITAL NEXT FRIDAY promise added much to his reputation
A recital is announced for next Fri- when he tackled "Yellowstone," the
the newly completed bridge at Prince
street, that has been covered by a day night at Normal hall by E. E. outlaw from the Clark ranch. It re
wooden culvert wiIT"now" pass under Wentworth Layton "and his pupils, quired considerable courage to put on
the road through ab!g pipe. This Tomorrow the Optic will publish the the exhibition, but after a purse had
will 'be a valuable improvement as program In full.
These recitals of beea raised and "Jockey" bad warm
the wooden structure caused consider- Professor Layton are the occasion of ed up a little, the affair, was staged.
able trouble at times and was always mpfh artistic pleasure to 'iSusic "Jockey' wore out some of the saddle
lovers.
dangerous to cross.
Assisting will be Mr. Ian leather but he mastered the outlaw
Black, cello; Miss Maureen Harper, It was a complete surprise to tnose
The" , Merchants' cafe will reopen violin; Mr. Leon Guy, tenor; Mtes present and also to "Jockey," wld:
tomorrow morning under the manage- Marie-- Clement soprano; Miss Lucy will probably enter the field as
ment of E- - E. Hlte, who has been Clement alto; and the Misses Cooley professional from now on. it was
announced that another exhibition
conducting the White Kitchen for the and Cluxton, accompanists.
would be given this afternoon.: The
past year. The establishment 'has
been repainted and thoroughly cleanCASES IN POLICE COURT
regular program of Saturday will be
ed for the opening.
Mr. Hlte says
Justice D. R. Murray found himself carried out today.
that the cafe will be conducted along swamped with business In the police
The cowboys staging the Krateso at
the same lines as was the White Kit court today. Seven csaes wei'e brought the park are considered expels aud
cnen, ana win do modern m every up and settled. The entire number of the' prospect for today's exhibit cn
way.
prisoners were arrested last Saturday promises a rare treat,
night.
.1
Over three hours were required .to Jim Black, co.orcd, a we.I known
LECTURE ANNOUNCED
make the return trip to Las Vegas character, was arrested .Si'.urday
Next Thursday evening at the au
from the Phoenix ranch by parties In night about 1 o'cT ck upon complaint ditorium of the New Mexico Normal
local automobiles yesterday afternoon. of his wife: It seems that Jim is University, Colonel Ralph E. TwitchThe rain caused the roads to be heavy having considerable trouoie about h' ell, one of the foremost men In the
and In many instances the drivers of domestic affairs aad It is rumared country in knowledge o?" the ancient
the machines were forced to dig out that hi8 wife Is su'ng for divorce. history of New Mexico, and widely
the mud which collected on the cars. From the infcimal'on reo)id Jim known for his successful work In the
The cars making this unlucky trip began stirring thlrgs UP Saturday study of archaeology, will deliver
re stereopticon lecture to the students of
belonged to Ike Bacharach (two cars), tifht and Mrs. Mack evident
Arthur Ilfeld, Jake Stern end Louis fused to stand for the affair. Jim the summer session of the New MexWeld.
J was fined
the coets pf the case upon ico Normal University on" the subject

PAY DAY
Opportunities
A

High Grade Brass Bed

$12.75

"a

Fine All cotton Roll

A

Edge Mattress

05.0O
A

White Enamel Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet
OTHER VALUES TOO

All

J.

$32.50

NUMEROUS TO MENTION

sold on monthly payments.

C.

Johnsen

Son

&

SSB22

TIRES AND TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller Non.Skin or plain thread. Michelin tubes

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

need-

it--

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

,

i

ITS
;t
j;
The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
GUARANTEED

FOR

PERFECTNESS

:

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
,

,

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital, $100,000;;Surplus and .Undivided Profits, $25,000.

we
InTvery department of Banking
are prepared to five the. best of service

let crest

Al

PaldL on Time

Deposits

Ilia noma of tlie Best of Everylbing Eatable
v

Chase & Sanborn's Coffees and Teas
Always the Best
v

i

"

THE GRAAF & HAYWMD GO. STORE

TlffeMEY - LA00
Saved by Using
SELF; RISlNGFLOUft
-

j.

"

p

Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

dealing with the story of the old palace at Santa Fe.
;
t
Although the lecture is given primarily for the students of the Normal
the public is cordially; invited, to be
present The story of the old palace
is one that"1 is Interesting In the extreme In every way and ndoubted!y
'

-

ASK FOR

IT

no man is more capable of telling this
story than Colonel Twltchell. Pre-

parations are being made for a large
attendance. The admission will be
free to all,.

WANTED

Op'ic of flea

Clean cotton rags

l

